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Abstrwt. 1 t is &uwn that in a finite Jlcanrwrtcd graph every pair of edges uan be linked by a 
wqutnet <bf nsn-scpurting dhgonrt-freu e&&s CO, ,.., C, such that C’kl and Ci have m edge 
in common, Examples ue given 10 illustrate the extent to which this theotern bxaks down 
#r%en the hypothtsis of tlnitenejssr is removed. 
In this paper, we investigate aset of circuits, definable for any con- 
nected graph. which in the case of 3-connected planar &graphs coincide 
with the bounding circuits. These circuits arise naturally when one tries 
to-extend various rr-:>ults about automorphisrns of 3-connected planar 
g,raphs. e.g. the Weirlherg-Harary-Tutte theorem (12, S] ), to the non- 
planar ca-se. 
We shall cnlt JI (finite) circuit C of ZI graph X diqpnoi~jrcc if and only 
if C is a section (= full subgraph) of X. A subgraph Y of a connected 
graph X is called non-separating if and only if X- Y is connected. A 
circuit which is both diagonal-free and non-f;eparating will be calfcd a 
wsh, 
Our main result (Theorem 1) is that finite 3-connrxted graphs !~ave 
the fdlowing Conner tivity property : given any two edges e, e’ of X, 
there exists a sequence Co, . . . , C,, of meshes of X such ihat uz E(C,), 
&E E(C;), and E(Ci 1) n E(Ci, ;f Q, i = 1, . . ..I. We shall express this 
by saying that ~111’ &O eiiges’ccm be linked &V u chuin qf’ threshes. 1 n 
proving this, we rely on Tutte’s reduction theory for finite konnected 
graphs [ 41. We also dwell at some length on the circumstance that the 
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It should \?e notsd that the graph X is not only kxall~ finite but of 
hmnticdi dtzgree (in Fact the maximum degree is of+ 2). Hence there is no 
hope of extending Lemma 2 to wen these highly te5xricted classes of c 
infinite graphs. 
By simpk modifications of the above constructiotl it is possible to 
sbtain 4- arrd S-cmnected phmr graphs of bounded degree with edges 
which are not contained irr any mesh. In view of the fact that there 
exist infinite plarslar graphs of arbitrarily high connectivity it worrtd be 
interesting to see Iwhether knma 2 is true or false for &connected 
14” ane drops the condition of local finiteness, the breakdown of 
Icmm~ 2 bei:omes complete. 
Proof. Let x, = X’, (the c<,nlplete 4-graph). Assuming Xi already defined 
tet 9$ be the set of meshes of Xi, defiie Xi+ 1 by 
and put xw = Ui;lQ Xi. Clearly, X, f X, C . . . . 
ti) The diagonal-free circuits of XU are precisely the triangles. Since 
(ii) I%% Xi i!,. 3-connected, ,4gain we grcwe this by indccGon. For i=O , 
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Lo? s, J* be turo distinct vertices of Xi+t, Y= Xi,+1 -- {xJ), and Z = 
Xi R Y. Since Z is obtained from Xi by the removal of at most two 
vertices it follows by tbt;! induction hypothesis that 2 is connected, and 
ihat it contains at least one vertex of each triangle of Xi_ By (1) this 
implies that Y is connected, and hence that Xi+* is 3-connected. 
(iii) .X” is Sconrrccttsd. This follows from the Whil:ney-Menger 
theorem. For if .Y and _I* are two distinct vcrt ices of XcJ , then .x,_~+ E V( Xi, 
for some i, and %B.C‘C Xi is 3-connected there are three indeper&nt 
pat 11s P, , Pz. P, c Xi joining x and v. But P,, P2, P, are also paths of x’w * 
(iv) I .et A c???$. ‘I’!-ws in Xi+ 1. A is both a circuit and a vertex. To 
avoid confusion we shall denote the vertex A by .yd ‘Take any x E 
I;(.&‘, . A). Then in Xi+, the triangle A separates x and _ya . We now show 
that this rt’lstion of separation holds in any Xj, jr i. &Assume the state- 
ment true for X/. The argument here is similar to that in part (i). Takt: 
any S.V~ -path P = (x,,, . . . , xl) c Xj+1 , i.e., x0 = x, x, = _Q . In view of the 
induction hypothesis we may assume that P Q Xi, i.e,, there is a subscript 
s >O such that .Y$ __ , E Y(,-Yj) and x, 4 UX,). Then xS is a triangle belong- 
ing toY!$ ;Ind hence [x~_~, .T$+, 1 E E(.u,) C E(XJ. Hence for any x.~~- 
path P in XJ+1 we can find an x-r,-path P’ which lies in Xj, and which 
therefore has a vcrtcx in common with the triangle A. Thus P and A 
have a c’ommon vertex. 
(v) Xw hds no mcsht~. To prove this, it suffices to show that every 
di,tgonal-fret! Circuit of X, , i.e. every triangle, separates Xw . ‘Take any 
trkngk A c Xw, and let i he tk lest uuhscripr such tht A c Xi. Then 
A G!!$ Let x ;md x4 bc 3s in ( iv 1, and Ic t P be any xs,-pat h in Xw . 
Since P is fhifc, PC Xi for some j > i. By (iv), P and A have a COfnmOfl 
verttx This says that A separates x and X~ in Xw. 
(vi) Xcll is planar. Since clearly Xw is countable, this follows from a 
tfit‘orem of Djrac and Schuster [ I ] and the fact that every X, is a triangu- 
lution of the plane. 
’ By essentially the same arguments as those used in (iv) and (v) one can 
show that NI finite or infinite circuit of X, is non-separating. Further 
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